
HORIZON  

Diving Enjoyment with Comfort and Space  

Unlimited (free) air fills to 3,500 p.s.i. from 2 compressors.   

Water maker (Horizon has two), Full stern dive platform, 2 Heads 

each with showers and 1 deck shower, Inflatable skiff, Kayak, Cir-

culating live game tanks and refrigerated game storage,  Privacy 

curtains on bunks, Carpeted bunkrooms, 110 V household electrical 

current throughout the boat, Spacious sundeck, Spacious galley and 

dining area, 6-8 experienced, courteous and helpful crew members, 

Fully air conditioned bunk rooms, Eight semi-private carpeted cab-

ins, Reading lights, Clothes dryer!!!!! 

 

Sunlight filtered by the canopy becomes an array of 

thin green-yellow splinters illuminating kelp fronds 

and fish immediately below. Juvenile calico bass and 

small kelpfish are well-camouflaged between brown 

kelp stipes and tangled blades. Small groups of 

sardines, almost invisible against the blue sky above, 

dart inches beneath the surface where the canopy 

clears. Slight surge rocks the entire forest gently 

back and forth. Dominating the scene are columns of 

giant kelp and rocky reefs and walls carpeted in short 

palm frond kelp and clusters of red algae and 

speckled with sponges, anemones, gorgonian and 

deep-water hydrocoral. Dropping down only halfway 

to the reefy bottom below we navigate to shore, 

suspended quietly among the towering plants. Bright 

individual garibaldi and scattered schools of 

blacksmith, perch and bass swim busily over the 

reefs while a few nocturnal lobster and horn sharks 

are still seeking shelter for the day in the form of 

holes and ledges. Occasional open sand areas within 

the kelp bed, accompanied by clearings in the 

canopy above, seem like huge well-lit rooms in an 

immense shadowy building and attract large swirling 

schools of jackmackerel, sunbathing sea lions and 

the occasional Pacific barracuda. Sound good? This 

describes some of the finest diving in the world! 

The California kelp beds, vibrant with life, offer a 

multitude of diving opportunities. 

DIVE UTAH’S 

Live Aboard  on the Horizon   

California Lobster  
San Diego California  7, 8, 9 October 2018 

Sign-up today , costs are $605.00  dollars  per person, board the evening of  Sat-
urday  the 6th  of  October and return from diving the night of the  9th Tuesday  
between 8 and 9 PM. Includes all meals Snacks Non Alcoholic beverages Tanks 
Weights and Yes Nitrox is  available at additional fee. Act now!  NOT included is 
transportation to and from Ogden/SLC to Horizon Boarding: Oct 6th 2018 8:00 p.m. Re-

turns:   Oct. 9th 2018  8:00pm (estimated) $250.00 Non Refundable Deposit  Cabin are available for 

and additional $50.00 per person  Act now before they are gone!!!!! Only 12 spots left 


